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a b s t r a c t It is well-known that pooled insurance coverage can induce people to make inefﬁciently low investments in self-protective activities. We identify another ex ante moral hazard that runs in the opposite direction. Lower levels of self-protection and the associated chronic conditions and behavioral patterns such as obesity, smoking, and malnutrition increase the incidence of many diseases and consumption of treatments to those diseases. This increases the reward for innovation and thus beneﬁts the innovator. It also increases treatment innovation which beneﬁts all consumers. As individuals do not take these positive externalities into account, their investments in self-protection are inefﬁciently high. We quantify the lower bound of this externality for obesity. The lower bound is independent of how much additional innovation is generated. The results show that the externality we identify offsets the negative Medicareinduced insurance externality of obesity. The Medicare-induced obesity subsidy is thus not a sufﬁcient rationale for “soda taxes”, “fat taxes” or other penalties on obesity. The quantitative ﬁnding also implies that the other ex ante moral hazard that we identify can be as important as the ex ante moral hazard that has been a central concept in health economics for decades. © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction It is well-known that pooled insurance coverage can create a disincentive for the insured individual to invest in self-protective activities – a form of ex ante moral hazard (Ehrlich and Becker, 1972). In health economics it is also well understood that insurance coverage can create also an ex post moral hazard (Pauly, 1968; Manning et al., 1987). These moral hazards are induced by insurance, but the term moral hazard (and our use of the term) refers to the more general “problem of inducing agents to supply proper amounts of productive inputs” in the presence of hidden action and can occur in multi-agent models even when there is no uncertainty (Holmström, 1982). The ex ante and ex post moral hazards both lead to a negative externality: the former causes people
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to invest insufﬁciently in self-protection, while the latter causes people to consume health care resources at an inefﬁciently high level. In this paper, we identify a distinct second form of ex ante moral hazard that runs in the opposite direction from the one examined by Ehrlich and Becker (1972). It causes people to devote an inefﬁciently high level of resources to self-protection. This other ex ante moral hazard arises through the impact that self-protection has on the reward for innovation. Lower levels of self-protective activities such as exercise and healthy diet and the associated chronic conditions and behavioral patterns such as obesity, smoking, and malnutrition increase the incidence of many diseases and consumption of treatments to those diseases by the individual. This increases the reward for innovation that an innovator receives and thus beneﬁts the innovator. By the induced innovation hypothesis, which has broad empirical support, the increase in the reward for innovation increases also the innovation of treatments to those diseases. Because consumers capture some of the surplus created by pharmaceutical and other medical innovation, this additional innovation beneﬁts all people who are afﬂicted with any of those diseases.
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A lower level of self-protection has therefore two positive external impacts: it directly increases the reward for innovation which beneﬁts the innovator, and it indirectly induces additional innovation which beneﬁts other consumers. Because people do not account for these positive externalities when they decide their levels of self-protection, this mechanism – the other ex ante moral hazard – causes people choose inefﬁciently high levels of selfprotection. The mechanism examined here and the mechanism examined in Ehrlich and Becker (1972) are ex ante moral hazards in the same sense: the private and social optimum differ for the prevention decision that is taken before health status is revealed. We call the combined external effect from a lower level of self-protection on the innovator and other consumers as the “innovation externality”. The presence of the externality on the innovator implies that the mechanism that we identify is present and quantitatively important even if there is no induced innovation effect and that – as is shown by our formal analysis – the innovation externality is present even when the innovator captures the entire ex post surplus from innovation.1 Our analysis concerns goods for which the reward for innovation from each consumer is increasing in the consumer’s consumption of the good. Accordingly, the innovator’s marginal revenue from any consumer, including the consumer who is marginal in terms of the consumer’s level of self-protective activities, is always above the marginal social cost. This gap between marginal revenue and social cost, together with the presence of self-protective activities that inﬂuence the intensity of demand, is the impetus for the existence of the other ex ante moral hazard and the associated optimal subsidy for lower levels of self-protection. This gap between marginal revenue and social cost is also the reason why our analysis differs from the famously erroneous analysis of pecuniary external economies and diseconomies of scale in the production of existing goods by Pigou (1912). Contrary to what Pigou asserted, taxes or subsidies for consumption are not warranted in the cases he examined because the producer’s revenue from the marginal consumer is equal to the marginal social cost (see Young, 1913, and e.g. Liebowitz and Margolis, 1995). In contrast, for newly invented goods this marginal revenue and the marginal social cost are different. The central role of the reward for innovation in our analysis is also a reason why we focus our analysis of the other ex ante moral hazard on health. As is well known, the share of revenue that is reward for innovation is much greater in the pharmaceutical industry than in most if not even all other industries. The potential of the innovation externality to drive a large wedge between the privately and socially optimal levels of self-protection is thus substantial in health. Another factor driving our focus on health is the presence of important self-protective activities (prevention) that inﬂuence the intensity of ex post demand. The economic efﬁciency consequences of the ex ante moral hazard examined by Ehrlich and Becker (1972) depend on what extent marginal health care costs are shared through insurance and on how elastic self-protective activities are with respect to the associated beneﬁts. Similarly, the economic efﬁciency consequences of the ex ante moral hazard that we identify depend on the size of the innovation externality and on how elastic self-protective activities



1 Our analysis thus does not rely on the assumption that there is an underinvestment in innovation from the perspective of total surplus, holding the level of self-protective activities constant. The only case when there is no positive innovation externality is when there is a large enough overinvestment in innovation that the increase in the reward for innovation leads to a decrease in total surplus. Given the empirical evidence on private vs. social returns to R&D (see e.g. Jones and Williams, 1998; Bloom et al., 2007) it seems very unlikely that this special case applies in practice.



are with respect to the associated beneﬁts. Unfortunately, it is very hard to obtain reliable self-protective elasticity measures and, consequently, evidence on this central concept in health economics is scant. For this reason we limit the scope of the quantitative part of our analysis to the measurement of the magnitude of the innovation externality and how large it is in comparison with the pooled health insurance externality. The comparison provides an assessment of the relative importance of the two forms of ex ante moral hazard in health. Moreover, in most economic models of externalities – including the model that we present – the optimal policy depends only on the magnitude of the external effect and is independent of the relevant behavioral elasticity (of course, the elasticity must be non-zero for policies to have efﬁciency implications). Quantifying the innovation externality thus goes a long way toward determining the optimal policy, and is also sufﬁcient to capture its distributional consequences. While the innovation externality and the associated other ex ante moral hazard apply to health behavior in general, we present the analysis in the context of obesity, which is known to increase the prevalence of many diseases and the associated medical expenditures. This focus enables us to keep the analysis concrete and efﬁciently quantify the innovation externality of obesity to demonstrate that the mechanism we identify is also quantitatively important. In the theoretical part we present a model which allows us to characterize the magnitude of the innovation externality of obesity in terms of straightforward and empirically malleable economic concepts. We derive an expression for the lower bound of the innovation externality, which is independent of the extent of induced innovation. While our main focus is on total welfare, we also show that this lower bound has an alternative interpretation from the consumer welfare perspective. In the quantitative part we use the lower bound to calculate the innovation externality for obesity, and compare this positive externality with the negative Medicareinduced health insurance externality of obesity.



2. Related literature 2.1. Obesity, disease, and health expenditures Americans are increasingly overweight or obese. The proportion of adults classiﬁed as obese increased from 12.0% in 1991 to 20.9% in 2001 (Mokdad et al., 1999, 2003; Wang and Beydoun, 2007). Obesity is associated with an increased risk of a range of chronic conditions, including diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, and stroke (Kasper et al., 2004). In some cases, there are solid biochemical and physiological reasons to suppose that the association is causal, such as in the case of diabetes. In other cases, the evidence is murkier. Here, we do not attempt to settle (nor are we capable of settling) the debate over which of these relationships are causal. Instead, our aim is to show that if the effect of obesity on disease prevalence is causal and obesity therefore has a negative Medicare-induced health insurance externality then obesity has also an offsetting positive innovation externality. Either externality is present only for diseases for which the relationship is causal, and absent when it is not. The extent to which the relationships are causal is thus unlikely to signiﬁcantly change the relative comparison of the two opposing externalities of obesity. For this reason we are comfortable with limiting the scope of our analysis to not include an analysis of to what extent the associations between obesity and disease prevalence represent causal effects. Not surprisingly, also expected health care expenditures are higher for the obese than for normal weight individuals. A large
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number of studies document this fact.2 The studies vary in generality but reach the same qualitative conclusion. None of this literature attempts to address to which extent the relationship between obesity and health care expenditures is causal. We do not attempt to settle this issue here and, for the same reasons outlined above on the link between obesity and disease prevalence, we do not need to settle it. 2.2. Health insurance, ex ante moral hazard, induced innovation That obesity is associated with higher health care expenditures is only a necessary ﬁrst step in establishing the traditional ex ante welfare loss from obesity through health insurance. In the case of employer-provided health insurance, for instance, Bhattacharya and Bundorf (2009) show that differences in wages between obese and non-obese workers with employer-provided health insurance undo nominal risk pooling between the workers. Without pooling, there is no health insurance externality from obesity. This argument does not extend to public insurance, such as Medicare, where there is clearly pooling and the associated transfer from thinner to heavier individuals and no wage mechanism to undo it. Bhattacharya and Sood (2007) show that, in pooled health insurance, if the elasticity of body weight with respect to the transfer from thinner to heavier individuals (induced by insurance) is zero, there is no welfare loss from the ex ante externality. Unless the subsidy induced by insurance causes someone to become heavier, the insurance transaction is a costless transfer. With the exception of Markowitz and Kelly (2009) and Bhattacharya et al. (2009) there has been little work attempting to measure the size of this key elasticity. We are not aware of any work that has identiﬁed the other ex ante moral hazard that we examine or has attempted to estimate the size of the associated innovation externality. The closest related study is Lakdawalla and Sood (2007) who examine the effect of extending drug insurance on welfare through induced innovation. In comparison, we also consider the effect on the innovator’s surplus and, in relation to both that effect and the induced innovation effect, our focus is on the associated ex ante moral hazard that we identify. Empirical investigations of the induced innovation hypothesis in the pharmaceutical industry include Acemoglu and Linn (2004), Finkelstein (2004), Lichtenberg and Waldfogel (2003), and Yin (2008), which all ﬁnd support for the hypothesis.3 Moreover, in Bhattacharya and Packalen (2008a), where the main focus is on



2 Elmer et al. (2004), Bertakis and Azari (2005), Burton et al. (1998), Raebel et al. (2004), Bungam et al. (2003), Musich et al. (2004), Quesenberry et al. (1998), Thompson et al. (2001) and Wang et al. (2003). There are also a few studies that use nationally representative data. Finkelstein et al. (2003) estimate that annual medical expenditures are $732 higher for obese than normal weight individuals, and that on an aggregate level $78.5 billion in medical care spending in 1998 was attributable to excess body weight. Thorpe et al. (2004) estimate that about $300 of the $1100 increase in per-capita expenditures from 1987 to 2000 is due to the rise in obesity prevalence. Sturm (2002) ﬁnds that obese individuals spend $395 per year more than non-obese individuals on medical care. See also Sander and Bergemann (2003) and Katzmarzyk and Janssen (2004). Michaud et al. (2009) consider also the impact of obesity on longevity. 3 Newell et al. (1999) and Popp (2002) ﬁnd support for the hypothesis in the energy sector. The induced innovation hypothesis was ﬁrst examined by Hicks (1932) and Schmookler (1966). Our analysis is also related to the studies on preference externalities by Waldfogel (2003) and George and Waldfogel (2003), which build on Hotelling (1929), Spence (1976a,b) and Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), and which examine the impacts of population characteristics on product variety through a market size effect. In contrast, we examine the effects of population characteristics on welfare through the innovation externality. Furthermore, in our case the preference externality is determined by consumers’ decisions rather than inherent characteristics (to extent that body weight is in fact a decision)
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the determinants of the direction of academic medical research, we ﬁnd that obesity-epidemic induced increases in the prevalence of diseases increases the introduction of pharmaceutical drugs that treat those diseases. 3. Theory Here we present a model and determine the optimal subsidy implied by the innovation externality from a lower level of self-protection. Implications for estimation and additional aspects considered in the quantitative application are discussed in Section 3.4. 3.1. The model There is an innovator and N consumers. In stage 1 consumers simultaneously and non-cooperatively choose their level of prevention. In stage 2 ﬁrst the innovator chooses the level of its R&D investments which determines the probability  that it is successful in developing a new medical care technology. Subsequently, the success of R&D investments and health status of each consumer are revealed. In stage 3 consumers choose the level of medical care. 3.1.1. Consumers In stage 1 each consumer faces a trade-off between prevention S and leisure L . Given resource endowment H, the consumer resource constraint in stage 1 is S + L = H. There are two levels of prevention, high SNORMAL and low SOBESE (given the discreteness of the prevention choice in the model, only some consumers choose an inefﬁciently high level of prevention absent a policy intervention). The opportunity cost of increasing the level of prevention from low to high is one unit of leisure, formally SNORMAL − SOBESE = 1.4 The number of individuals who choose SOBESE is denoted by nOBESE . Choosing the lower level of prevention leads to chronic conditions and behavioral patterns such as obesity, smoking, or malnutrition, which increase the probability of illness. We assume that prevention only inﬂuences each consumer’s own probability of illness. Consumers who choose the high level of prevention have the probability of illness NORMAL . Consumers who choose the low level of prevention have the elevated probability of illness OBESE > NORMAL . The average probability of illness in the population (disease prevalence) is AVERAGE = NORMAL +



nOBESE × (OBESE − NORMAL ). N



(1)



Consumers who choose SOBESE and thereby have the elevated probability of illness OBESE receive a subsidy t . We refer to t as the “obesity subsidy” in part to emphasize the fact that subsidizing lower levels of prevention requires an observable proxy variable for the level of prevention. As the analysis will show, the subsidy t is required because consumers ignore the positive beneﬁts of



4 The model does not include innovations that decrease the relative cost of prevention. While such innovation does occur in the form of lower-calorie foods, diets, nutritional supplements, exercise machines, and so forth, we are not aware of arguments that would place the qualitative importance of such preventative innovation anywhere near the importance of the type of disease-driven treatment innovation modelled here. Indeed, some innovations associated with prevention, such as statins, arguably increase the relative cost of prevention by making the health consequences of lack of engaging in more general forms of prevention, such as exercise and healthy diet, less severe. Dranove (1998) observes that for many forms of prevention innovation patents are unavailable and property rights are undeﬁned, and conjectures that in the U.S. prevention innovation receives only a tiny percentage of medical R&D dollars. Accordingly, we conjecture that the innovation externality from the consumption of such preventative innovations is likely small relative to the innovation externality from the consumption of disease-driven treatment innovations.
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lower levels of self-protection on the innovator and on other consumers. The subsidy t is ﬁnanced through a lump-sum tax T on all consumers. The budget balancing condition is nOBESE × t = N × T. In stage 3 consumers face a trade-off between consumption of medical care M and other goods C.5 The resource endowment is W. For ill consumers who purchase medical care and choose SOBESE the resource constraint is M + C = W − T + t. For ill consumers who purchase medical care and choose SNORMAL the resource constraint is M + C = W − T. For healthy consumers the corresponding budget constraints are simply C = W − T + t and C = W − T. Consumer utility is inﬂuenced by the consumer’s choices in stages 1 and 3 and the consumer’s health status in stage 3. The relative cost of prevention  measures the marginal utility of leisure and is heterogenous across consumers. For each consumer the value of the parameter  is drawn from the distribution represented by the cumulative distribution function F() for which F () > 0 for all  ∈ [0, ), where  ∈ R+ . Utility loss from illness is D, and the utility function is U(L, C, D) = L + C − D. Utility of ill consumers who purchase the old medical care technology is U(L, C, D) = L + C − D0 .



(2)



When the innovator is successful, consumers can alternatively purchase the new medical care technology which further reduces the utility loss from illness to D1 < D0 . Utility of ill consumers who purchase the new medical care technology is U(L, C, D) = L + C − D1 .



(3)



For expositional convenience, the price of the old technology and the innovator’s production costs (unlike its R&D costs) are zero. Hence, subtracting the right-hand side of the expression (2) from the right-hand side of the expression (3) reveals that each ill consumer’s willingness to pay for the new technology is D0 − D1 . The innovator’s share of this ex post surplus from innovation is s. The price of the new medical care technology is thus M = s(D0 − D1 ).



(4) risk-neutral.6



Combining (4), deﬁnitions of the Consumers are probabilities of innovation  and illness OBESE , stage 1 resource constraint S + L = H, stage 3 resource constraints M + C = W − T + t and



5 The model does not include innovations in the consumption good C. As the share of revenue that is reward for innovation is much higher for the pharmaceutical and medical device sector than it is on average in other sectors, the impact of a prevention-induced shift from consumption of medical care goods on the reward for innovation of medical care goods dwarfs the impact on the reward for innovation of other goods. 6 Consideration of a generalized utility function (with health dependent marginal utility of consumption and risk aversion) would change neither our main theoretical argument (that an innovation externality and the associated moral hazard exist) nor our quantitative conclusion (that the innovation externality of obesity offsets the Medicare-induced insurance externality of obesity). That our quantitative analysis is unaffected by the modeller’s assumptions about the utility function is implied by the fact that it is based on the externality on the innovator (a robust lower bound of the total externality). The externality on the innovator is the measured increase in the reward for innovation that is attributable to obesity. That measured empirical increase is unaffected by changes in the modeller’s assumptions about the utility function. While we keep the analysis as parsimonious as possible to not distract from the main theoretical argument, extending the analysis to settings with more general utility functions is an interesting avenue for future research. Risk-neutrality also enables us to abstract from insurance and the associated potential for ex post moral hazard. We believe that abstracting from the ex post moral hazard induced by obesity is innocuous here for two reasons. First, the elasticity of demand for health care is larger (in absolute value) for those without chronic conditions (Manning et al., 1987; Bajari et al., 2006). Second, Lakdawalla and Sood (2006) show that when it comes to pharmaceutical expenditures – which we examine in our empirical application – there may not be any ex post moral hazard at all as co-payments make out-of-pocket prices close to marginal cost.



C = W − T + t for consumers who choose SOBESE , expression L + C for utility when healthy, and expressions (2) and (3) for utility when ill, yields expression (H − SOBESE ) + W − OBESE [D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )] + t − T



(5)



for the expected utility of a consumer with the low level of prevention. Similarly, combining the corresponding expressions for consumers who choose SNORMAL , and who thus have the lower probability of illness NORMAL and do not receive the subsidy t, yields expression (H − SNORMAL ) + W − NORMAL [D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )] − T



(6)



for the expected utility of a consumer with the high level of prevention. In expressions (5) and (6) the ﬁrst term represents utility from leisure, and the other terms represent impacts of consumption and illness on utility. The factor CILLNESS ≡ D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ).



(7)



in the third term of expressions (5) and (6) is the expected cost from an illness. Subtracting expression (6) from expression (5) and substituting SNORMAL − SOBESE = 1 shows that a consumer chooses the high level of prevention SNORMAL if and only if7 − − t + (OBESE − NORMAL ) × CILLNESS ≥ 0.



(8)



We denote the combined illness beneﬁt and monetary penalty from choosing the high level of prevention SNORMAL by BNORMAL ≡ (OBESE − NORMAL ) × CILLNESS − t.



(9)



Comparing deﬁnition (9) with condition (8) shows that individuals with  ≤ BNORMAL choose SNORMAL . The share of consumers nOBESE /N who choose SOBESE is thus given by8 nOBESE = 1 − F(BNORMAL ). N



(11)



We measure the responsiveness of the share of consumers nOBESE /N who choose SOBESE to changes in the cost BNORMAL of choosing SOBESE by the cost-elasticity of obesity εOBESE ≡ −



dnOBESE BNORMAL . dBNORMAL nOBESE



(12)



3.1.2. The innovator The innovator chooses  to maximize its expected proﬁt ˘() = R − C(), where R is the expected reward for success and C() is a cost function. Expression (1) for disease prevalence AVERAGE and expression (4) for the price of the new technology imply that







R = N × NORMAL +







nOBESE × (OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ). N (13)



7 Analogous to most analyses of externalities, we assume that N is large enough so that the impact of each consumer’s prevention decision on the consumer’s own expected utility through the impact on  can be ignored in deriving condition (8). The induced innovation externality is still non-negligible provided that s ∈ (0, 1), as it is dispersed across consumers. N is also large enough for F() to be a good approximation of how the actual realizations of  are distributed, allowing us to employ F() in condition (11). 8 To avoid discussion of boundary equilibria in which either nOBESE /N = 0 or nOBESE /N = 1 when t = 0, we assume that F() is such that when t = 0 we have nOBESE /N ∈ (0, 1) regardless of the values s and . Formally, we assume that



1 − F[(OBESE − NORMAL )D0 ] > 0 and 1 − F[(OBESE − NORMAL )D1 ] < 1.



(10)
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One possible cost function is C() = cF + a + (b/2)2 , where cF ≥ 0, a > 0 and b > 0 are parameters. The assumption b > 0 implies that the costs are convex in the probability of success. This captures the notion that ﬁrms take advantage of the most fertile research ideas ﬁrst, but such ideas are scarce. The innovator’s optimum is then to set  = − (a/b) + (1/b)R, provided that for  = − (a/b) + (1/b)R the properties ˘() ≥ ˘(0) and  ∈ [0, 1] hold. For the quadratic cost function the probability of innovation is thus increasing in the reward for success R, and this result of course holds for cost functions more generally. Accordingly, below we rely on the general reduced-form relationship  = G(R),



(14)



where G(R) is a differentiable function with G (R) > 0, to capture the inﬂuence of the reward for innovation R on the probability of innovation .9 The induced innovation effect depends in part on how responsive the rate of innovation is to changes in the reward for innovation, which is captured by the reward-elasticity of innovation ε ≡



d R . dR 



(18)



Use of this concept has two advantages. It is a more intuitive concept than a speciﬁc cost function. It is also the object of interest in empirical analyses of induced innovation.
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The same assumptions also imply that there is no gain from increasing the subsidy t past the point at which all consumers choose the low level of prevention and the conditions (19) and (20) still hold. They are thus sufﬁcient to guarantee that there exists an equilibrium that satisﬁes conditions (19) and (20) when the obesity subsidy t is set optimally. A sufﬁcient condition for the equilibrium to be unique and stable is that in any equilibrium the product of the slopes of the consumer and innovator optimum conditions (19) and (20) is less than one. In Appendix A we show that this sufﬁcient condition holds if ε × εOBESE ×



OBESE − NORMAL D0 − D1 × 


(21)



holds in any equilibrium.10 In what follows we assume that condition (21) holds so that the equilibrium is unique, stable, and given by the equilibrium conditions (19) and (20). 3.3. Optimal policy Combining condition  ≤ BNORMAL for the optimal prevention choice, expressions (5) and (6) for expected utility with low and high levels of prevention, respectively, and the budget balancing condition nOBESE × t = N × T, yields the expression







A−N×



BNORMAL



F  ()d − N × AVERAGE × CILLNESS



(22)



0



3.2. Equilibrium The endogenous variables are the probability of innovation  and the share of consumers nOBESE /N with the low level of prevention. A Subgame-Perfect Nash Equilibrium satisﬁes the innovator and consumer optimum conditions (14) and (11) and, which can be rewritten as











=G N× NORMAL +











nOBESE (OBESE −NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ) N (19)



and nOBESE = 1 − F[(OBESE − NORMAL ) × [D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )] − t], N (20) respectively. Assumptions (10), (15) and (16), imply that when t = 0 the consumer and innovator optimum conditions (19) and (20) intersect, and there thus exists an equilibrium that satisﬁes both conditions.



9 To avoid discussion of boundary equilibria in which R is either so small or so large that  is unresponsive to changes R we assume that (here OBESE (D1 − D0 ) is the highest possible value of R when t = 0)



G (R) > 0 for all R ≥ 0 and G(OBESE (D0 − D1 )) < 1.



(15)



To avoid discussion of equilibria in which  is high enough when R = 0 for the consumer surplus maximizing optimum to be s = 0, we assume that (here ı is a small enough positive constant) G (0) ∈ [0, ı).



(16)



To avoid discussion of cases in which it is optimal from the total surplus perspective to set the obesity subsidy t so high that all consumers choose the low level of prevention we assume that  ˜ × (1 + ε˜ ) ×



D0 − D1 


total expected consumer surplus, where for  A ≡ N[(H − SOBESE )  F ()d + W] is a constant. Subsidy t inﬂuences consumer welfare through the second and third terms in (22), which represent the utility loss from the high level of prevention and the expected utility loss from illness. Suppose a social planner sets the obesity subsidy t to maximize total surplus, which is the sum of expected consumer surplus, (22), and the innovator’s expected proﬁt, ˘() = R − C(). The optimal obesity subsidy solves







max t







R − C() − N ×







BNORMAL



F  ()d − N × AVERAGE



0



×CILLNESS



(23)



The following result describes the optimum, which we denote by ∗ . tTS Proposition 1. The optimal obesity subsidy is higher than the increase in the reward for innovation from the lower level of prevention if consumers and the innovator capture a strictly positive share of the ex post surplus from innovation (i.e. if s ∈ (0, 1)). The optimal obesity subsidy is equal to the increase in the reward for innovation from the lower level of prevention if the innovator captures the entire ex post surplus from innovation (i.e. if s = 1). ∗ =  × ( Formally, tTS OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ) + ε × (1 − s)/s ×  × (OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ). Proof.



See Appendix A. 



The ﬁrst term in the expression for the optimal obesity subsidy ∗ in Proposition 1 is the externality on the innovator. The size tTS of this externality – from a marginal increase in the number of consumers nOBESE who choose the low level of prevention – is equal



(17)



˜ Condition (17) ˜ denotes  when nOBESE /N = 1, and ε˜ denotes ε when  = . where  ˜ or ε˜ is sufﬁciently small, or if innovation is incremental enough holds if either  so that (D0 − D1 )/D0 is small enough.



10 Condition (21) holds if either of the two elasticities ε and εOBESE is small enough, or if the impact of obesity on disease prevalence, (OBESE − NORMAL )/AVERAGE , is small enough, or if the innovation is incremental enough in the sense that (D0 − D1 )/D0 is small enough.
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to the associated increase in the reward for innovation from the consumer to the innovator. The second term in the expression for ∗ in Proposition 1 is the externality the optimal obesity subsidy tTS on other consumers. To derive the intuition for the impact on other consumers, consider the external impact of a marginal increase in the number of consumers nOBESE who choose the low level of prevention. When one consumer switches to the low level of prevention, the reward for innovation increases by (OBESE − NORMAL )/(N × AVERAGE ) percent. By the deﬁnition (18) of the reward-elasticity of innovation ε , this increase in the reward for innovation increases the extent of innovation by ε × (OBESE − NORMAL )/(N × AVERAGE ) percent. As the expected total consumer surplus from innovation is N × AVERAGE ×  × (1 − s) × (D0 − D1 ), the impact of the increase in innovation on the expected consumer surplus is ε



OBESE − NORMAL × N × AVERAGE ×  × (1 − s) × (D0 − D1 ), N × AVERAGE (24) ∗ tTS



in which is the same as the second term in the expression for Proposition 1.11 Consider next the optimal policy from the perspective of another welfare criterion, namely consumer surplus. For this analysis we assume that also the innovator’s share s of the ex post surplus is set optimally. Given expression (22) for consumer welfare, the consumer surplus maximizing approach solves







max s,t







−N ×



BNORMAL







F  ()d − N × AVERAGE × CILLNESS



.



(25)



0



The following result describes the optimum, which we denote by ∗ , t ∗ ). (sCS CS Proposition 2. In the consumer surplus maximizing solution, neither consumers nor the innovator capture all of the ex post surplus from innovation, and the optimal obesity subsidy is equal to the increase in the reward for innovation from the lower level of prevention. ∗ ∈ (0, 1) and t ∗ =  × ( Formally, sCS OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × CS (D0 − D1 ). Proof.



See Appendix A.



To explain the intuition for the consumer surplus maximizing ∗ , we ﬁrst need to discuss the consumer surplus obesity subsidy tCS ∗ . maximizing division of ex post surplus sCS Holding the probability of innovation constant, an increase in the innovator’s share s of the ex post surplus from innovation decreases expected consumer surplus.12 An increase in s also



∗ ∗ 11 The total surplus maximizing value sTS of s satisﬁes sTS < 1. Hence, the innovator does not capture all of the ex post surplus from innovation at the optimum. This is in contrast with most models of innovation which typically do not consider the impact that the division of ex post surplus has on consumer investments that inﬂuence demand. Intuition for this result is the following. When s = 1 consumers do not receive any surplus. Thus a marginal decrease in s then does not decrease consumer surplus through its negative impact on the probability of innovation but instead merely redistributes surplus from the innovator to consumers and, in addi∗ < 1. It can tion, increases consumer surplus through its effect on nOBESE . Hence, sTS ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ > sCS , although we omit the proof here. The result sTS ∈ (sCS , 1) also be shown that sTS and Proposition 1 together imply that when both s and t are set to maximize total surplus, the optimal t is strictly larger than the impact that a marginal increase in nOBESE has on the reward for innovation. ∗ 12 The property sCS > 0, which means that consumers do not capture all of the ex post surplus from innovation, follows directly from assumption (16) according to which the probability of innovation is small enough (or even zero) when the ∗ reward for innovation is zero. The property sCS < 1, which means that consumers capture at least some of the ex post surplus from innovation, follows from the fact that consumers beneﬁt from innovation whenever s ∈ (0, 1) but do not beneﬁt from innovation at all when s = 1.



inﬂuences consumer welfare through its impact on the probability of innovation, which arises through its impacts on the reward for innovation. In terms of the impact of s on the reward for innovation, there is generally both a direct and an indirect impact. The direct impact is represented by the presence of s in expression (13) for the reward for innovation. The indirect impact arises through the impact that a change in s has on the number of individuals nOBESE who choose the low level of prevention. This indirect effect is, however, negligible ∗ .13 around the optimum sCS ∗ , a marginal increase s in s thus decreases consumer Around sCS surplus by s/(1 − s) percent, holding the probability of innovation constant, and increases the reward for innovation by s/s percent which in turn increases the probability of innovation and the expected consumer beneﬁt from innovation by ε × (s/s) percent. Here ε is the reward-elasticity of innovation deﬁned in expression ∗ these two opposing impacts on consumer (18). At the optimum sCS beneﬁt are equal, 1 1 ε × ∗ = (26) ∗ . sCS 1 − sCS ∗ any transfer from consumers to the Intuitively, at the optimum sCS innovator in the form of an increase in the reward for innovation must bring the consumers an equal beneﬁt in the form of a beneﬁt from additional innovation. Consider now the derivation and intuition for consumer surplus ∗ . For an arbitrary s, the externalmaximizing obesity subsidy tCS ity on other consumers is given by expression (24), which was ∗ . Applying the property (26) derived without the restriction s = sCS ∗ allows us to rewrite expression (24) the same as of the optimal sCS ∗ in Proposition the expression for the optimal obesity subsidy tCS ∗ 2. Intuitively, because also s is set optimally, at the optimum tCS an increase in the reward for innovation due to a switch to the low level of prevention by the marginal consumer brings an equal increase in total expected consumer surplus to all consumers in the form of consumer beneﬁt from induced innovation. The conclusion from both approaches (Propositions 1 and 2) is consistent with the conclusion that the optimal obesity subsidy t should be set no lower than the impact that choosing the lower level of prevention has on the reward for innovation. Formally, this derived lower bound for the optimal obesity subsidy t∗ in the model is



t ∗ =  × (OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ).



(27)



We base our quantitative analysis on this lower bound (27) rather than on the exact total surplus maximizing obesity subsidy for three reasons. First, because the lower bound (27) coincides with the consumer surplus maximizing solution, quantitative results obtained using the lower bound are robust to the selection of the welfare criterion. Second, reliance on the lower bound (27) allows us to remain agnostic about how the parameter s is set and how beneﬁcial marginal innovations are. Thus, the analysis of the optimal obesity subsidy t∗ is applicable even if one believes that the parameter s is not set to maximize total surplus due to, for example, political economy considerations, as well as if one believes that marginal innovations bring little beneﬁt due to, for example, a slowdown in R&D productivity.



13 This indirect impact is represented by the presence of the variable nOBESE in expression (13) for the reward for innovation. However, because the cost of an ∗ illness is minimized at the consumer surplus maximizing optimum sCS , and because the cost of an illness determines how many consumers choose the low level of ∗ small changes in s have only a second-order impact prevention, at the optimum sCS on nOBESE .
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Third, use of the exact expression for the total surplus maximizing obesity subsidy in the quantitative analysis would require calibrating values of the reward-elasticity of innovation ε and the ratio of consumer and innovator surplus from innovation (1 − s)/s. However, reliable estimates of these two parameters are not available. While ε is the object of interest in empirical analyses of induced innovation, those studies generally rely on a difference-in-difference methodology. The estimates thus reﬂect the reward-elasticity of the composition of innovation rather than the reward-elasticity of the total extent of innovation. Acemoglu and Linn (2004) have emphasized that the two reward-elasticities can be very different. 3.4. Estimation of the optimal obesity subsidy In the formal model all medical expenditures are received by the innovator as a reward for innovation. Hence, in the model expression (27), which is the impact of obesity on the expected reward for innovation and which was derived as the lower bound of the optimal obesity subsidy, is also equal to the impact of obesity on expected medical expenditures. The lower bound for the optimal obesity subsidy can thus be written as t ∗ = E(obese) − E(normal),



(28)



where E(obese) and E(normal) denote the expected medical expenditures for an obese person and for a normal weight person, respectively. This formulation (28) of the optimal subsidy is advantageous because it allows obesity to impact both disease incidence and the intensity of medical expenditures for an illness. 3.4.1. Incorporating marginal costs For expositional convenience in the formal model we have ignored marginal production and marketing costs as well as the fact that not all medical expenditures are spent on patent protected goods. A consideration of these aspects lowers the impact that a marginal increase in obesity has on the reward for innovation and the associated lower bound for the optimal obesity subsidy from expression (28) to t ∗ = [E(obese) − E(normal)] × RPATENT × (1 − RMC ),



3.4.2. Age-speciﬁc medical expenditures and obesity impacts As is well known, health expenditures vary greatly by age. Moreover, as can be seen from our quantitative application, also the impact of obesity on health care expenditures varies greatly by age. We thus calculate the optimal subsidy separately for each age group using expression



14



where the subscript t denotes a speciﬁc age group. In Section 4 we use expression (30), calibrated values of the parameters RPATENT and RMC , and estimates of the impact Et (obese) − Et (normal) of obesity on pharmaceutical expenditures for each age group to obtain an estimate of the lower bound for the innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical innovation at different ages. In the application we allow medical expenditures and the impact of obesity on them to vary also across race, gender, and insurance status. 3.4.3. Extent of causal impact on expenditures, individual-speciﬁc causality Ideally, the optimal obesity subsidy would be calculated from the causal impact of obesity on medical expenditures. However, our goal is to compare the relative sizes of the positive innovation externality of obesity and the negative health insurance externality of obesity. If a positive association between obesity and disease incidence is causal for a given diseases, the implied higher health care expenditures increase the sizes of both externalities. Conversely, if a given association is not causal, the association does not imply a change in health care expenditures and thus, for that disease, neither externality is present (see Section 2.1). A related issue is that obesity is not a choice for everyone. However, as long as there are some marginal individuals for whom the lack of preventative activities associated with obesity is a choice, expression (28) gives the optimal subsidy even if obesity is not the result of a choice for some people. 3.4.4. Variation in impact of obesity across diseases In an earlier version of this paper (Bhattacharya and Packalen, 2008b) we also examined consequences of variation in the effect of obesity on disease incidence across diseases. While that variation does not inﬂuence the total innovation externality or the associated optimal subsidy, it inﬂuences the size of the innovation externality on different sub-populations such as the normal weight and the obese. The impacts depend on an unknown parameter, namely the ratio of the reward-elasticity of the composition of innovation and the reward-elasticity of the total extent of innovation. We found that unless this ratio is very high, the innovation externality of obesity is positive also on the normal weight sub-population.



(29)



where RPATENT is the share of medical care expenditures that are spent on patent protected (and previously patent protected brandname) goods and RMC is the share of medical care expenditures that covers marginal production and marketing costs.14



tt∗ = [Et (obese) − Et (normal)] × RPATENT × (1 − RMC ),
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(30)



Provided that both s and t are set optimally (in terms of either consumer or total surplus), the result (27) for the lower bound of the optimal obesity subsidy does not change if one also takes into account the fact that while medical care innovation has world-wide beneﬁts, the objective in U.S. policy is more likely set in terms of U.S. welfare as opposed to world-wide welfare (see Bhattacharya and Packalen, 2008b). The parameter s is then set at the value for which a marginal increase in the reward for innovation from the relevant sub-population yields an equal beneﬁt to that same sub-population and, consequently, the optimal obesity subsidy t is still equal to (in the consumer surplus maximizing case) or greater than (in the total surplus maximizing case) the impact that a marginal increase in obesity has on the reward for innovation.



4. Application: innovation vs. insurance externalities We ﬁrst calculate the innovation externality of obesity by age using expression (30) for the lower bound of the optimal obesity subsidy. In this analysis we focus on pharmaceutical expenditures because of the relative difﬁculty of calibrating the parameters RPATENT and RMC for other forms of medical expenditures. We then compare the cumulative innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical expenditures with the cumulative Medicareinduced pooled health insurance externality of obesity from all health care expenditures. 4.1. Data We use the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data from years 2002 to 2005 to measure pharmaceutical expenditures and total health care expenditures by age and Body-Mass Index (BMI) group.15 While MEPS data is available beginning from 1996, we



15 BMI is weight, measured in kilograms, divided by height, measured in meters, squared. Individuals with a BMI above 30 are considered obese and individuals with a BMI between 25 and 30 are considered overweight (National Institute on Health, 1998). The MEPS data age are top-coded at age 85. We use the following age groups: 0–18, 18–25, 25–30, 30–35, 35–40, 40–45, 45–50, 50–55, 55–60, 60–65,
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only use the MEPS data from years 2002 to 2005 to eliminate concern over possible time effects in the pharmaceutical expenditures. 400



Innovation Externality of Obesity by Age
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We calculate the innovation externality of obesity as a function of age using the derived expression (30) for the lower bound of the optimal obesity subsidy. We ﬁrst calibrate the parameters RPATENT and RMC for pharmaceutical innovation. Berndt (2001) reports that the share of off-patent generics is approximately 50% of dispensed drug units. Because brand-name drugs cost more than generics we calibrate the share of the marginal pharmaceutical revenue that goes to brand-name drugs at RPATENT = 0.80 . Reinhardt (2001) cites estimates for the pharmaceutical industry that place marketing and general administration costs at 35% of revenue and manufacturing costs at 27% of revenue, but notes that ﬁrms in the pharmaceutical industry often manufacture other goods besides brand-name drugs. Estimating the share 1 − RMC of the marginal revenue from brand-name drugs that is in excess of marginal costs is therefore difﬁcult. We calibrate it at 1 − RMC = 0.66 .16 We estimate the impact Et (obese) − Et (normal) of obesity on annual pharmaceutical expenditures by age group using the MEPS data. Of course, to quantify the innovation externality more precisely it would be necessary to sort out which of the associations between obesity and disease prevalence are causal. However, because either of the two opposing externalities of obesity (the innovation externality and the health insurance externality) is present only for diseases for which the relationship is causal, the extent to which the relationships are causal is unlikely to signiﬁcantly change the relative comparison of the two opposing externalities of obesity (see Sections 2.1 and 3.4.3). Our later objective is to compare the innovation externality of obesity with the Medicare-induced health insurance externality of obesity for individuals who are covered by private insurance before old-age. Accordingly, for ages 0–65 we estimate pharmaceutical expenditures using only data on individuals who are covered by private insurance, and for ages 65+we estimate pharmaceutical expenditures using data on individuals who are covered by either public or private insurance. The results are shown in Fig. 1. The innovation externality of obesity increases sharply between age 40 and age 55 because the impact of obesity on pharmaceutical expenditures increases at those ages. The results demonstrate that the average and cumulative magnitudes of the innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical innovation over a lifetime are substantial.
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4.2. Innovation externality by age
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induced health insurance externality of obesity from total health care expenditures.17 The present value of the cumulative innovation externality of obesity from initial age t0 to terminal age T is T 



ˇt−t0 × Innovation Externalityt ,



(31)



t=t0



where ˇ is the discount factor and Innovation Externalityt is the innovation externality of obesity at age t. As in the previous subsection, we calculate the innovation externality of obesity at age t from pharmaceutical expenditures using the expression (30) for the lower bound of the optimal obesity subsidy. The present value of the cumulative Medicare-induced public health insurance externality of obesity from initial t0 to terminal age T is T 



ˇt−t0 × m × [Tt (obese) − Tt (normal)],



(32)



t=max{t0 ,65}



where m is the share of the marginal health care expenditures paid by Medicare, and Tt (normal) and Tt (obese) are the average annual health care expenditures at age t for the normal weight and for the obese.18 We calibrate the discount factor at ˇ = 0.97 and set the initial age at t0 = 18.19 Medicare is an old-age public insurance program. Though it covers also the disabled, we focus on the non-disabled population who are only covered by Medicare when they are aged 65 or over. The share of health care expenditures covered



4.3. Innovation vs. insurance externalities of obesity We now calculate the present value of the cumulative innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical innovation and compare it with the present value of the cumulative Medicare-



65–70, 70–75, 75–80, 80–85, and 85+, and the following BMI groups: 18.5–25 (normal weight) and 30–50 (obese). For each age and body weight combination we allow expenditures to vary by sex and race (black/non-black). In calculating the innovation and insurance externalities of obesity we use the estimate of the average impact of obesity on expenditures within each age group. We drop observations that are extreme ($50,000 or more) in terms of annual health care expenditures. The quantitative results are robust to considering the age groups 80–85 and 85+together and to not dropping the extreme observations. 16 While it is difﬁcult to pin down these parameters precisely, the simplicity of formula (30) for the lower bound of the innovation externality makes it straightforward to adjust the conclusions depending on perceptions about these parameters.



17 We restrict the calculation of the health insurance externality of obesity to Medicare expenditures for two reasons. First, there is evidence (Bhattacharya and Bundorf, 2009) that for private health insurance for individuals under 65 years old the negative pooled health insurance externality is offset by differences in wages. Second, unlike for public health insurance systems such as Medicare, participation in private health insurance contracts (as a payer or as a beneﬁciary) is voluntary, and it is not at all clear that a contractual externality that arises through a voluntary participation in private insurance programs should be addressed through government policy action. 18 We also calculate the present value of the cumulative Medicare-induced public health insurance externality of obesity from pharmaceutical expenditures



alone. This is calculated as



T



t=max{t0 ,65}



ˇt−t0 × m × [Et (obese) − Et (normal)], where



Et (obese) and Et (normal) denote annual pharmaceutical expenditures at age t for the obese and for the normal weight. 19 We calibrate the initial age at 18 both because the impact of obesity on health expenditures is very small before age 18 and because we do not want to examine the additional implications of imposing taxes or subsidies on the behavior of minors.
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the Medicare-induced public health insurance externality of obesity is not a sufﬁcient rationale for “soda taxes”, “fat taxes” or other penalties aimed increasing the personal costs of obesity. Of course, the exact value of the innovation externality of obesity is sensitive to the assumptions about the parameters. However, the conclusion that the two opposing externalities of obesity are of the same order of magnitude appears robust. In fact, we likely underestimate the true magnitude of the innovation externality in the above analysis because we ignore the innovation externality from other medical expenditures than pharmaceutical expenditures. Also, in our calculations, we have relied on the derived lower bound for the innovation externality rather than on the derived expression for the exact externality. 5. Conclusion



Cumulative Medicare Insurance Externality from Pharmaceutical Expenditures



Fig. 2. Present value of cumulative innovation and insurance externalities of obesity.



by Medicare for people aged 65 and over is approximately 50% in the MEPS data. While this average rate may not coincide with the marginal rate, we assume that for people aged 65 and over Medicare pays 50% of the increase in health care expenditures that is caused by obesity by setting m = 0.5.20 We calculate the cumulative externalities as a function of the terminal age T.21 The results are shown in Fig. 2. Consider the calculated cumulative externalities for a person with terminal age 80, which roughly equals life expectancy. The positive cumulative innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical expenditures is much larger than the negative Medicare-induced public health insurance externality from pharmaceutical expenditures. Moreover, the positive cumulative innovation externality from pharmaceutical expenditures alone is of the same order of magnitude as the negative cumulative Medicare-induced public health insurance externality from all health care expenditures.22 This result is important for two reasons. First, it demonstrates that the other moral hazard in health that we identify can be quantitatively as important as the ex ante moral hazard examined by Ehrlich and Becker (1972), which has been a central concept in health economics for decades. Second, the magnitude of the Medicare-induced implicit pooled health insurance subsidy for obesity is roughly equal to the optimal subsidy for obesity that is implied by the innovation externality of obesity from pharmaceutical expenditures. Accordingly, the presence of



20 To the extent that the total covered proportion is higher due to supplemental Medicare associated insurance programs (Medicare Advantage, Medigap, and Part D), our estimates of the Medicare-induced health insurance externality can be adjusted accordingly. For example, if m = 1.0, that externality would be twice as high as the ﬁgure we obtain based on m = 0.5. 21 For ages t > 85 each externality is calculated using the corresponding average value for the age group 85+. As can be deduced from Fig. 2, and consistent with the analyses in Finkelstein et al. (2008), the impact of obesity on health care expenditures is decreasing in age in the old-age population. 22 To the extent that obesity reduces life expectancy and being overweight increases life expectancy (see e.g. Michaud et al., 2009 and “Death, Taxes, Soda and Fat” by David Leonhardt in the Economix Blog of the New York Times on June 18th, 2010; http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/06/18/death-taxes-soda-and-fat/, last accessed 18 January 2011), these reductions and increases obviously have a larger impact on health expenditures at ages 65 years and older than at younger ages. The reductions in life expectancy that can be attributed to obesity (and which are perceived to be modest in any case) therefore decrease the size of the Medicareinduced insurance externality of obesity more than the size of the innovation externality of obesity. Thus our relative comparison of the two externalities is robust to this issue.



Ex ante moral hazard does not stop at the disincentive effects of insurance on self-protective activities: effects that such activities may have on innovation need also be considered. To demonstrate that our argument is also quantitatively important, we examine obesity as an example. A commonly held view is that since obesity is at least to some degree the result of an individual’s decisions and an individual does not bear the full costs of obesity, public policies aimed at increasing the costs of obesity for an individual may be justiﬁed. Our analysis challenges this perspective on obesity. Our theoretical argument is the following. Lower levels of prevention (self-protective activities) and the associated chronic conditions and behavioral patterns such as obesity, smoking, and malnutrition increase the incidence of many diseases. This increases the consumer’s demand for treatments to those diseases, which beneﬁts an innovator directly as it increases the innovator’s reward for innovation of treatments to those diseases. The increase in the reward for innovation also increases innovation of treatments to those diseases, which beneﬁts all consumers. Because individuals do not take these positive externalities on the innovator and other consumers into account when deciding the level of preventative activities such as exercise and healthy diet, they invest too much in prevention. In other words, absent a policy intervention, individuals are too healthy. Our quantitative application shows that in the case of obesity the innovation externality from pharmaceutical expenditures alone offsets the Medicare-induced health insurance externality from total health care expenditures. This ﬁnding implies that the other ex ante moral hazard that we identify can be quantitatively as important as the ex ante moral hazard examined by Ehrlich and Becker (1972) which has been a central concept in health economics for decades. This quantitative result also implies that the Medicare-induced subsidy for obesity is roughly optimal and thus the presence of this subsidy is not an adequate justiﬁcation for “soda taxes”, “fat taxes” or other penalties on obesity. Appendix A. Proofs A.1. Proof of the stability condition (21) The slopes of the innovator and consumer optimum conditions (19) and (20) are d d = × N × (OBESE − NORMAL ) × s × (D0 − D1 ) dR d(nOBESE /N)



(33)



and d(nOBESE /N) = F  (BNORMAL ) × (OBESE − NORMAL ) × (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ), d (34)
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respectively. Applying the deﬁnition (18) of ε and the expression (13) for R, expression (33) can be written as d



= ε ×  ×



OBESE − NORMAL . AVERAGE



substituting the result (42) for dR/dt in the second term on the ﬁrst line of the FOC (39) enables us to rewrite the FOC (39) as







 N



Applying the deﬁnition (12) of εOBESE and expression (9) for BNORMAL , expression (34) can be written as



+N



d(nOBESE /N)



(1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) nOBESE d(nOBESE /N) × = εOBESE × . N D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) d



×



OBESE − NORMAL nOBESE × εOBESE × AVERAGE N



(1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) < 1. D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )



(37)



D0 − D1 (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) ≤ D0 D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )



(38)



holds for all s and , condition (21) is a sufﬁcient condition for the stability condition (37) to hold. A.2. Proof of Proposition 1 The ﬁrst-order condition (FOC) to the maximization problem (23) is







d[R − C()] d dR dBNORMAL + − N BNORMAL F  (BNORMAL ) d dt dt dt dC ILLNESS dAVERAGE CILLNESS − AVERAGE dt dt







= 0.



(39)



The expression in brackets on the second line of the FOC (39) represents the impact of a change in t on consumer welfare. Substituting the result dAVERAGE /dt = d(nOBESE /N)/dt(OBESE − NORMAL )CILLNESS for dAVERAGE /dt, substituting the result d(nOBESE /N) dBNORMAL = −F  (BNORMAL ) dt dt



(40)



for −F (BNORMAL )(dBNORMAL /dt), and then applying the deﬁnition (9) of BNORMAL allows us to rewrite the impact on consumer surplus as −



d(nOBESE /N) dC ILLNESS t − AVERAGE . dt dt



(41)



Substituting the result dCILLNESS /dt = − (d/dt)(1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) for dCILLNESS /dt, substituting the expression d/dt = (d/dR)(dR/dt) for d/dt, substituting the result d(nOBESE /N) dR = (OBESE − NORMAL )s(D0 − D1 ) dt dt



(42)



for dR/dt, and then applying the deﬁnition (13) of R allows us to rewrite expression (41) as −



d(nOBESE /N) t dt







+ 



d(nOBESE /N) d R(OBESE − NORMAL ) (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) dR dt



= 0. (44)



Applying the deﬁnition (18) of ε enables us to rewrite this FOC as



Because  ≤ 1 and nOBESE /N ≤ 1 by deﬁnition, and because



−







(36)



Substituting these expressions (35) and (36) into the stability condition d/d(nOBESE /N) × d(nOBESE /N)/d < 1, the stability condition becomes ε ×  ×







d(nOBESE /N) d(nOBESE /N) (OBESE − NORMAL )s(D0 − D1 ) − N t dt dt



(35) 



d d(nOBESE /N) R(OBESE − NORMAL ) (1 − s)(D0 − D1 ) dR dt



. (43)



The ﬁrst term in the FOC (39) is zero because the inventor sets  to maximize its proﬁt R − C(). Thus, substituting the result (43) for the expression in brackets on the second line of the FOC (39) and



−



d(nOBESE /N) N[t − (OBESE − NORMAL )(D0 − D1 )(s + ε (1 − s))] dt = 0.



(45)



Setting the expression in brackets in this FOC (45) equal to zero yields the expression for the subsidy t in Proposition 1. We next establish two additional results which imply that the subsidy t implied by the FOC (45) is also the optimal subsidy. We now show that the derivative of the objective function in ∗ > 0. Using the left(23) is positive when t = 0, which implies that tTS hand side of the FOC (45), the derivative of the objective function in (23) is d(nOBESE /N) N[(OBESE − NORMAL )(D0 − D1 )(s + (1 − s)ε )] dt



(46)



when t = 0. The factor dnOBESE /dtis positive because both the direct effect (through t) and the indirect effect (through ) of an increase in t on BNORMAL are negative and thus the effect of an increase in t on nOBESE /N is positive. Moreover, all factors inside the brackets in expression (46) are positive. Hence, expression (46) is positive, ∗ > 0. which implies that tTS We now show that when the subsidy t is so high that all consumers choose the low level of prevention, so that nOBESE /N = 1, the derivative of the objective function in (23) is negative, implying that it is not optimal to set t so high that all consumers choose the low ∗ > 0 this level of prevention; together with the previous result tTS then implies that the optimal t is given by the ﬁrst-order condition (45). Given the assumption F () > 0 for all  ∈ [0, ) and the expression nOBESE /N = 1 − F(BNORMAL ) for the number of consumers who choose the low level of prevention, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for all consumers to choose the low level of prevention is that BNORMAL = 0. Applying the deﬁnition (9) of BNORMAL , the condition BNORMAL = 0 holds if and only if t = t˜, where t˜ = (OBESE − NORMAL )[D0 − (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )].



(47)



Substituting this expression (47) for t in the expression (45) for the derivative of the objective function in (23) yields −



d(nOBESE /N) (OBESE − NORMAL )N[D0 − (D0 − D1 ) dt − ε (1 − s)(D0 − D1 )],



(48)



which can be rewritten as −



D0 − D1 d(nOBESE /N) (OBESE − NORMAL )D0 N[1 − (1+ε (1 − s)) ]. D0 dt (49)



In this expression (49) the factor d(nOBESE /N)/dt(OBESE − NORMAL ) D0 N is obviously positive and the expression in brackets is positive by assumption (17). Hence, the expression (49) is negative, which ∗ is smaller than the subsidy t˜ implies that the optimal subsidy tTS given by expression (47) which induces all consumers to choose the ∗ < t˜ and the previous result low level of prevention. This result tTS ∗ > 0 together imply that the optimal obesity subsidy t ∗ is given tTS TS by the interior solution represented by the FOC (45).
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A.3. Proof of Proposition 2



− AVERAGE



Consider ﬁrst the FOC for s in the optimization problem (25). The FOC is −BNORMAL F  (BNORMAL ) − AVERAGE



dAVERAGE dBNORMAL − CILLNESS ds ds



dC ILLNESS =0 ds



(50)



Substituting the result dAVERAGE /ds = (OBESE − NORMAL ) × d(nOBESE /N)/ds for dAVERAGE /ds, substituting the result d(nOBESE /N) dBNORMAL = −F  (BNORMAL ) ds ds



(51)



for d(nOBESE /N)/ds, applying the deﬁnition (9) of BNORMAL , and substituting the result dBNORMAL /ds = (OBESE − NORMAL )dCILLNESS /ds for dBNORMAL /ds allows us to rewrite the FOC (50) as 



[F (BNORMAL )(OBESE



dC ILLNESS = 0. (52) − NORMAL )t − AVERAGE ] × ds



To examine the term in brackets in this expression (52), we consider brieﬂy the implications of the FOC (57) for the optimal t that is derived below. Substituting the result dAVERAGE /dt = d(nOBESE /N)/dt(OBESE − NORMAL )CILLNESS for dAVERAGE /dt, substituting the result (40) for d(nOBESE /N)/dt, applying the deﬁnition (9) of BNORMAL and using the result dBNORMAL /dt = (OBESE − NORMAL )dCILLNESS /dt − 1 allows us to rewrite the FOC (57) for the optimal t as [F  (BNORMAL )(OBESE − NORMAL )t − AVERAGE ]



dC ILLNESS dt



− tF  (BNORMAL ) = 0



(53)



Given this FOC (53) for the optimal t, the factor in the brackets in the FOC (52) for the optimal s is non-zero whenever the FOC (53) for the optimal t holds. Thus, the relevant FOC for the optimal s is dCILLNESS /ds = 0 . Applying the deﬁnition (7) of CILLNESS allows us to rewrite this FOC dCILLNESS /ds = 0 for the optimal s as −



d (1 − s) +  = 0. ds



(54)



Given the deﬁnitions (7) and (9) for CILLNESS and BNORMAL, respectively, the condition dCILLNESS /ds = 0 implies that the property dBNORMAL /ds = 0 holds. Moreover, given the deﬁnition (9) of BNORMAL and the expression (51) for d(nOBESE /N)/ds, the property dBNORMAL /ds = 0 implies that the property d(nOBESE /N)/ds = 0 holds. Hence, while in general the derivative d/ds is given by d/ds = d/dR[∂ R/∂ s + ∂ R/∂ (nOBESE /N)d(nOBESE /N)/ds], at ∗ , for which the condition dC the optimum sCS ILLNESS /ds = 0 and the property d(nOBESE /N)/ds = 0 hold, the derivative d/ds is given by d/ds = (d/dR)(∂ R/∂ s). Substituting this result d/ds = (d/dR)(∂ R/∂ s) for d/ds allows us to rewrite the FOC (54) as −



d ∂R (1 − s) +  = 0. dR ∂s



(55)



Using the deﬁnition (13) of R yields ∂R/∂ s = R/s . Substituting this result ∂R/∂ s = R/s for ∂R/∂ s allows us to rewrite the FOC (55) as −



d R (1 − s) +  = 0. dR s



(56)



Applying the deﬁnition (18) of ε allows us to rewrite this FOC (56) as ε × 1/s − [1/(1 − s)] = 0. Consider now the FOC for t in the optimization problem (25). The FOC is −N[BNORMAL F  (BNORMAL )



dAVERAGE dBNORMAL − CILLNESS dt dt



dC ILLNESS ]=0 dt
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(57)



The left-hand side of (57) can be rewritten as (43). Applying that expression (43) and the FOC (56) for the optimal s allows us rewrite the above FOC (57) for the optimal t as d(nOBESE /N) [(OBESE − NORMAL )s(D0 − D1 ) − t] = 0, dt



(58)
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